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We are proud to announce a new partnership we have entered into with Breaker Technology Inc.  
BTI manufactures and distributes a wide range of mine, quarry, construction and demolition equipment. 
They specialize in hydraulic hammers, mobile rockbreakers, stationary and portable rockbreaker systems, 
construction and demolition attachments.

Rockbreaking Experts
As a rockbreaking expert in the construction, demolition, quarrying, 
and mining industries, BTI offers 15 different breaker models in 
three size classifications: small, mid-size and large. For nearly 60 
years, they’ve been helping companies power their productivity and 
break into profitability.

Your Primary Choice For Secondary Demolition
The MCP-IT fixed head Pulverizer is the ideal attachment for 
secondary demolition. Quick cycle times and strategically-placed
teeth make this pulverizer your go-to tool for fast fragmentation and 
separation of rebar from the concrete.
One Machine, Two Purposes
The RP-IT Hydraulic Rotating Pulverizer, with the all-new body design, 
is a versatile tool, suitable for primary demolition and secondary 
pulverizing including high-reach applications. The machine’s sturdy rotation ensures you’re getting accurate 
positioning, making your job easier and safer in any application. BTI’s specialized speed valve provides quicker 
open and close rates, increasing your efficiency and productivity.

The Last Compactor You'll Ever Buy
A great hydraulic plate compactor is hard to find. Breaker 
Technology's unique hydraulic plate compactor design delivers 
high-impulse energy to help you reach exceptional compaction 
proctor densities while minimizing maintenance intervals. BTI offers 
five models to satisfy a wide range of compaction applications 
including soil, embankments, trenches, sheet piling, and posts. BTI’s 
compactors offer you high performance, quality and range, giving 
you years of dependable operation.

Horton Supply Company has proudly served the Midwest since 1987 and covers Missouri & Southern Illinois for 
BTI.  Visit www.hortonsupply.com or www.rockbreaker.com for more information.  Horton Supply also covers 
parts of Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Nebraska selling other lines of equipment, 
parts, wears and spares for your aggregate crushing, screening, and conveying needs.

Best Regards,

Jerry Freitag
Partner
Horton Supply Company
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